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In the summer of 1953, a vertical magnetic intensity 

survey was carried out on part of the North Onaman Iron Range
V!

in the^KSodfcash-Ogoki Ooid Area, District of Thunder Bay, Ontario*
4

Iron formation outcrops on the 7300 foot west cross line* 

3be iYon~e0Aurs as narrow stringers of aagnetite-rioh material up 

to aeven or *lsht inches Kite, interbedded with altered lavas* 

; ifce survey was carried oat la order to determine the 

extent of iho iron formation fetnftf* aaA to evaluate the possi 

bilities of 960110010 dgpositfl Of magnetite in the iron formation.

AHD LOCATION

Tlio surveyed area is located in parts of Oboshkegan, 

Ozowski, Paska and Kowkash Tovmships. The property oonslste of 

clalKB KK 6799 to KK 6834 inclusive.

Ready access to the property is provided by the main 

line of the Canadian National Railway which intersects the 

property at the east end and traverses the surveyed area to a 

point about one mile west of the Jteska section house. The 

closest regular passenger train stop 'l* vat KoKkash station, six 

miles east of the Paska section house. Konkcusix ^s about twenty 

six mile* west of Nakina, the supply centre for the are*.
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WORK

An aerial magnetometer survey IBS carried out over a 

large area by Kennco Explorations in 1951 , and included the 

aforementioned claims.

TQPOQRAHIY

Ihe relief, in general, is low and moat of the area 

is covered with muskeg. A series of northeast to easterly 

trending ridges lie within the surveyed area and reach a 

maximum elevation of about one hundred feet above the adjacent 

lowland* !Eue higher elevations are at the vest end of the 

property in the vicinity of Holliday lake where the ridges are 

covered with a thick mantle of gravel. Outcrops here are small 

and isolated and restricted mainly to the steep sides of some 

of the ridges. The ridges on the eastern portion of the 

property are lower and the outcrops, mostly occupying the 

crests, are larger and more continuous*

Spruce growth is restricted to the muskeg. The higher 

land is heavily timbered with poplar and Jaokpine. The area is 

poorly drained by two shallow lakes and a number of small creeks*



SURVEY PROCEDURE

A base line was established for the magnetic survey 

having its origin at the 7 aile 6 chain post on the line between 

KoWkash and Paska Townships, The base line follows the township 

line due west from the marker post for a distance of 21,120 feet.

Line was cut to the property boundaries at 400-foot 

intervals at right angles to the base line. The base line on this 

claim group has a length of 16,250 feet. The total length of the 

cross lines is l6l,190 feet.

Magnetic absolute vertical intensity readings were talcen 

on the base line and cross lines at 100-foot intervals with a 

Ruska, Longaore type, superdip* The number of 100-foot interval 

stations is 1664* Readings on the accompanying nap are shown in 

thousands of gammas. The gamma is approximately 1/60,000 of the 

absolute vertical component of the earth's field in this area*

The geomagnetic contour maps were prepared on a scale 

of two hundred feet to the inch.

OBOLOar

Outcrops indicate that much of the area is underlain by 

altered lavas and iron formation classed as Keewatin* These rooks



are described in a report on the Kowkasb-Ogoki Ooid Area by 

L. F. Kindle, published by the Ontario Department of Mines, 

Volvme XL, Part IV, 1931 ,

West of the 7 mile 6 chain post, isolated outcrops 

in tho vicinity of the township line contain narrow stringers 

and lenses of magnetite-rich material up to seven or eight 

inches wide. The horizon strikes west and dips steeply to the 

north at about 75 to 80 degrees. The magnetite is associated 

with dark red jasper, chert, quartz, quartz carbonate veinlets, 

and a dark grey to black silioious, slaty rock.

RESULTS OF THE QEOIAQNETIG iftJKVKY 

A geomagnetic contour nap accompanies this report. 

Three west trending anomalies are present in the extreme nest 

portion of the claim block*

The central anomaly consists of a number of discontinu 

ous 'highs' and extends east from the property boundary to the 

6200-foot west line. The south and north anomalies extend east 

from the property boundary for only short di stances t

COJCUrSIONS MD

The magnetics suggest that there are three separate



west-striking iron formation horizons present. The discontinu 

ous nature of the central anomaly indicates erratic concentra 

tions of magnetite in the iron formation. The two anomalies to 

the north and south suggest that the magnetite content terminates 

in the vicinity of the 8200-foot lest line.

The magnetite-rich portions of the iron formation outlined 

by the geomagnetic survey are not collectively large enough to 

warrant further investigation* If, however, the iron, formation on 

the Peterson group of claims, adjoining to the west, was found to 

contain economic amounts of magnetite-rich material, the iron 

formation on this claim block could add significant tonnage to the 

reserves.

Respectfully submit1

Port Arthur, Ontario, 
April 22, 1954.

W. Bartley, P.Eng.
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PRODUCTION

In the summer of 1953* a vertical magnetic intensity 

survey was carried out on part of the North Onaman Iron Range in 

the Kowkash-Ogoki Gold Area, District of Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Iron formation outcrops on the 10,200 foot west cross 

line east of Yi'ilgar Lake, The iron occurs as narrow stringers of 

magnetite interbedded with altered lavas,

The survey was carried out in order to determine the 

extent of the iron formation bands, and to evaluate the possibilities 

of economic deposits of magnetite in the iron formation.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The surveyed area is located in parts of Paska, Kowkash, 

Gzowski and Oboshkegan Townships. The property consists of claims 

KK 6186 to lac 6193 inclusive, and KK 615? and KK 6158.

The main line of the Canadian National Railway is situated 

immediately north of the north boundary of the claim block. The 

Paska siding and section house are approximately one-half mile 

east of the property. The closest regular passenger train stop is 

at Kowkash Station, six miles east of the Paska section house. 

Kowkash is about twenty-six miles west of Nakina, the supply centre 

for the area.
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rREVIOUS WOBK

An aerial magnetometer survey was carried out over a 

large area by Kennco Explorations in 1951i Qnd included the 

aforementioned claim group.

TOPOGRAPHY

The relief, in general, is low and most of the area is 

covered with muskeg. A series of northeast to easterly trending 

ridges lie within the surveyed area and reach a maximum elevation 

of about one hundred feet above the adjacent lowland. The higher 

elevations are at the west end of the property in the vicinity of 

Holliday Lake where the ridges are covered with a thick mantle of 

gravel. Outcrops here are small and isolated and restricted 

mainly to the steep sides of some of the ridges. The ridges on 

the eastern portion of the property are lower and the outcrops, 

mostly occupying the crests, are larger and more continuous.

Spruce growth is restricted to the muskeg. The higher 

land is heavily timbered with poplar and jackpine. The area is 

poorly drained by two shallow lake^asda number of small creeks.



SURVEY PROCEDURE

A base line was established, having its origin at the 

7 mile 6 chain post on the line between Kowkash and Paska Town 

ships. The base line follows the township line due west from 

the marker post for a distance of 21,120 feet.

Line was cut to the property boundaries at 400 foot 

intervals at right angles to the base line* The base line on 

this claim group has a length of 3,?60 feet. The total length 

of the cross lines is 26,300 feet.

Magnetic absolute vertical intensity readings were taken 

on the base line and cross lines at 100 foot intervals with a 

Ruska, Longacre type, Superdip. The number of 100 foot interval 

stations is 304* Readings on the accompanying map are shown in 

thousands of gammas. The gamma is approximately 1/60,000 of the 

absolute vertical component of the earth's field in this area,

The geomagnetic contour maps were prepared on a scale 

of two hundred feet to the inch.

GEOLOGY 

Outcrops indicate that much of the area is underlain by



altered lavas and iron formation classed as Keewatin. These rocks 

are described in a report of the Kowkash-Ogoki Gold Area by L. F. 

Kindle, published by the Ontario Department of Mines, Volume XL, 

Part IV, 1931.

Isolated outcrops of iron formation contain narrow 

stringers and lenses of magnetite-rich material up to seven or 

eight inches wide. The horizon strikes west and dips steeply to 

the north at about 75 to 80 degrees. The magnetite is associated 

with dark red jasper, chert, quartz, quartz carbonate veinlets, 

and a dark grey to black silicious, slaty rock.

RESULTS OF THE G35XMA01ffi!TIC SURVEY

A geomagnetic contour map accompanies this report. The 

surveyed area exhibits three west trending anomalies. The largest 

of these forms a continuous high which parallels the base line. 

The magnetic intensity readings within this zone vary from a 

minimum of 30,000 gammas to a maximum of 114,000 gammas. The 

anomaly continues west onto the Canadian Cliffs western block of 

claims. To the east the magnetic intensity diminishes to below 

30,000 gammas in the vicinity of the 9000 foot west cross line.



The remaining two anomalies flank the larger central one 

on the north and south. The southern anomaly contains a zone 

extending west from the property boundary to a point about one 

hundred feet west of the 9400 foot west line. It has an average 

width of about 200 feet. The northernmost anomaly extends west 

from the property boundary to the 11,800 foot west cross line, and 

has an average width of about 200 feet,

CONCLUSIONS AND IffiKMMDATIOHS

The magnetics indicate that there are likely three 

separate iron formation horizons trending west across the property, 

The survey shows that the central formation contains concentration 

of magnetite over a continuous length of J600 feet with an average 

width of 300 to 400 feet. Should analyses of the grab samples from 

the property warrant further investigation, work should primarily 

be concentrated on this zone. Drilling would afford the best means 

of testing the anomaly, as outcrops in this vicinity are small and 

isolated and most of the area is covered with overburden,

The north and south anomalies do not appear to indicate 

any major magnetite concentration within the iron formation horizons.
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If, however, results of any further investigation of the central 

anomaly prove satisfactory, these adjacent zones should then be 

more fully explored.

Respectfully submitted

Port Arthur, Ontario, 
April 22, 1954.

a. W. Bartley, P.En,
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HmtOOTOTION

In the summer of 1953 1 * vertical magnetic intensity 

survey urns carried out on part of the North Onaman Iron Range in 

the Kowkash-Ogoki Ooid Area, District of Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Iron formation outcrops On the 15,400 foot west cross 

line, west of Wilgar Lake. The iron occurs as narrow stringers of 

magnetite interbedded with altered lavas.

The surrey was carried out in order to determine the 

extent of the iron formation bands and to evaluate the possibilities 

of economic deposits of magnetite in the iron formation.

AND LOCATION

The surveyed area is located in parts of Cteowskl ajtyd 

Oboshkegan Townships. This property consists of claims XK 6857 to 

KK 6874 inclusive.

The main line of the Canadian National Railway 10 situated 

close to the north boundary of the claims. The Paska siding and 

section house are approximately one mile east of the property. The 

closest regular passenger train stop is at Kowkash Station, six miles 

east of the Paska section house. Kowkash is about twenty-six miles 

west of Nakina, the supply centre for the area.
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JPREVICTT3 WCEK

An aerial magnetometer surrey was carried out over a 

large area by Xennco Explorations in 1951 , and included the 

aofrementioned group of claims *

The relief in general is low, and aost of the area is 

covered with muskeg. A series of northeast to easterly trending 

ridges lie within the surveyed area and reach a maximum elevation 

of about one hundred feet above the adjacent lowland. The higher 

elevations are at the west end of the property in the vicinity of 

Holliday Lake where the ridges are covered with a thick mantle of 

gravel. Outcrops here are small and isolated and restricted 

mainly to the steep sides of some of the ridges. The ridges on 

the eastern portion of the property are lower and the outcrops, 

mostly occupying the crests, are larger and more continuous.

Spruce growth le restricted to the muskeg* The higher 

land is heavily timbered with poplar and jackplne. The area is 

poorly drained by two shallow lakes and a number of small creeks.



PROOBPOHB

A base line, having its origin at the 7 mile 6 chain 

post, was established for the magnetic survey on the line between 

Kowkash and Paaka Townships. The base line follows the township 

line due west from the marker post for a distance of 21,120 feet. 

Three sub-base lines were out to facilitate the survey in the 

vicinity of Wllgar and Holliday Lakes. These are located aa 

follows:

No, l from 12,600W, 1800N due west to I5,800ff, 1SOOBT
No. 2 from 16,600W, 600N due west to 18,200ff, 60CGf
No. 3 from 16,600W, 1000S flue west to 18.200W, 10008

Line was cut to the property boundaries at 400-foot 

Intervals at right angles to the base lines. The base line and 

sub-base lines on this group have a combined length of 15*010 

feet. The total length of the cross lines is 93,520 feet.

Magnetic absolute vertical intensity readings were 

taken on the base lines and cross lines at 100-foot intervals 

with a Ruska, Longacre type, Superdip. Tho number of 100-foot 

interval stations is 1,114. Headings on accompanying maps are 

shown in thousands of gammas. The gamma is approximately 

1/60,000 of the absolute vertical component of the earth* s field 

in this area.



The geomagnetic contour maps were prepared on a scale 

of two hundred feet to the inch.

osoLoonr
Outcrops indicate that much of the area is underlain 

by altered lavas and iron formation classed as Keewatin* These 

rocks are described in a report of the Kowfcash-Ogoki Ooid Area 

by Xi. F* Kindle, published by the Ontario pepartment of nines, 

Volume XL, Part IV, 1931.

Isolated outcrops of iron formation contain narrow 

stringers and lenses of magnetite-rich material up to seven or 

eight inches wide. The horizon strikes west and dipsttjfeeply 

to the north at about 75 to 80 degrees. The magnetite is 

associated with dark red jasper, chert, quartz, quartz carbon 

ate veinlets, and a dark grey to black sillclous, slaty rook.

RESULTS OF THE SBOIAQKgriC 6DRYEY

A geomagnetic contour nap accompanies this report* The 

surveyed area exhibits two discontinuous vast trending anomalies. 

The largest lies along the base line and is most prominent in the 

vicinity of the east boundary of the claim block. Wost from the 

13,000 foot west line, the anomaly occur* as small, discontinuous

i l
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highs which decrease in intensity west of Wilgar Lake*

The second anomaly starts immediately north of the west 

end of Wilgar Lake and extends west to the 19,800 foot west line. 

It consists of a series of small highs which reach a maximum in 

tensity of 63,400 gammas north of the base line on the 19,800 foot 

west line.

CONCLUSION AMD RECaftOSNDATIONS

It is questionable that the iron formation bands are as 

discontinuous as the magnetics suggest* In several instances, 

stations were located on outcrops of banded cherty material classed 

as iron formation, which gave intensity readings comparable to the 

adjacent altered lavas. 93xe possibility of faulting causing these 

anomalies to exhibit discontinuous highs seems remote aa there 

appears to be no horizontal displacement across the strike between 

the zones*

IUhe geophysical results indicate a concentration of 

magnetite within the Iron formation horizon in the vicinity of the 

east boundary of the claim block* The iron formation appears to 

contain progressively smaller and more erratic concentrations of 

magnetite west of Wilgar Lake.
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tfhe geophysical results indicate that the west trend 

ing anomaly in the vioinity of the township line beoonea more 

pronounced east of the property's east boundary* The portion of 

the anomaly on this block of claims alone does not warrant further 

investigation.

Thi northern iron formation horizon, outlined by the 

geophysical survey, does not appear to contain magnetite of any 

economical inrportaxice t

\
W:
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INTRODUCTION

Geological reconnaissance in the Northern Onaman Iron Range showed BOM 

separate outcrops of magnetic iron formation trending northeast from the 

Canadian National Railv*y noar the 7-nile 6-chain marker of the Kowkash-Paska

Township line.

Inasmuch as t)** greater part of the area is covered by muskeg, a 

magnetic survey 4 tne claims was begun in February, 1953 to trace the 

width and thi**0698 of tne magnetic iron formation in the claim group.

AND LOCATION

portion of the property included in this survey consists of the 

allowing claims t

KK6535 to KK65U inclusive 
KK5981 to KK5987 inclusive

These are located in the Northern Onaman Iron Range, Thunder Bay District, 

Ontario* Their woatern limit is about one mile east of the Paska section house 

and the group is cut by the Canadian National Railway transcontinental line. 

All but two claims lie in Kowkash Township. The two southernmost claims lie 

in Paska Township*

suam
The south line of Kowkash Township was used as a baseline for laying out 

the claims. The point of origin is the 7-mile plus 6-ohain post on this line. 

At this point is the No. 2 post of claim KK&536, No. 3 post of KK59B3, No../* 

post of KK6537, and Ho. l post of KK6535.

A separate baseline was established for tho magnetic survey. This passes 

through the point of origin and runs through the claims on a course approxi 

mately N. 60 K, From this magnetic baseline picket lines wore cut at right



angles at 400-foot intervale to the boundaries of the property*

Magnetic absolute vertical intensity observations Hore emde on th* lines 

tt JOO-foot interval* with a Huaku, Ixmgaore typo, Superdip. Readings art 

shown in the thousands of ga Mas. Tho gavia it approxinwtaly X/ 8** 003th of 

the absolute vertical component of the earth** field in this area*

;iubtt0qu(mtly a goomgn tio contour nap was prepared at a scale of 200 

feet to the inch on which bfcu been tmporiiapoBed geology interpreted from 

the Kutgnotic results and *vail*blo , yoiogioal information.

f ),'o. M)f of Kovktish-Otfoki Area from Ontnrlo ^upartasnt of Mines 

oeport for 1931 ahwa tho cisdotH to be in an *rea of northeasterly 

trending Ki^vmtin iron formation in greenstones. Faulting Apparently hat 

\ dropped fidjucent rocks on the north. The iron formation it in two beltp 

Ure serrated by about 200 feet of greenstone At the mott extensive oxpo- 

*uret*. This 's in claim KK59^7* To the south here the iron formation dipt 

under the

OF THK
The moat prominent feature of the accoajpanyins nap ia the two parallel

ij s ' '

llnetr anoui.liv-s trwjding to the northeast. '

Th* tvtiokenin/; of th*j onoxmly in the aouthw* (t corner of K)Ki5907 it at a 

pronalnrnt hill with the largest oxponufe of tN? ma^notio janpory iron forma 

tion, i/ocuily the material shown thicknesses devoid of jatper* In one RAM!l 

area vat, Bftsn aom* nsignetlc cherty siderite.
\' ' .

Wic gr*4ual loss of intensity of the anomaly in tome areas could indicate 

tte ^radiud burial under the raunkftg, or jossibln decrease in laagnetite content.



Synmetry of the anomaly shows the Iron formation to b* v*ry ne**1 

vertical in attitude.

Rang  of the anomalies IB from an absolute vertical Intensity of 58,700 

t**ms in KK6541 to 1/1,500 gwxm&s In KKJ98?.

A significant anomly falling off in Intensity toward the southwest and 

northestot c '.4i bo traced almost across th* vhole block of claims for 41 distance 

of about a mile.

The w*dth of the anomulien cu/cfceats that th* thickness of w*j{n*tio Iron 

forwition varies in thw north linb but its thickness on tht south liab appears 

to be conaiotsnt. Actual thicknesses of iron formation are difficult to deter 

mine because of the varying 6opth of overburden. Geological Mapping of the ar*a 

will give guides which may bo used to more definitely delineate the iron foroa- 

tioru

From thtt rm;r,notlct) it is learned thftt the deposits have a significant 

length. From available information it it not possible to determine the thick 

ness, but 5 t is felt that it cunnot evjrage over 200 feet,

Geologic Riarpi-ni. should throv some light on the tsaxUiura possible thickness.

The survey has pointed out areas which may be aore carefully studied *nd 

has elimirtat^d large ar*ns as; not vorthy of future consideration,

Respectfully submitted,

H, W, Bartley, V. )^fineer

Pate i
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During the period May 17 to September 6, 1968, a 
geological and geophysical survey was carried out on a prop 
erty which consists of a fairly compact group of nine claims, 
Numbers KK-27227 to KK-27235 inclusive, whose area is slightly 
more than 300 acres, located about 1^ miles NNE of the end of 
the northeast arm of O'sullivan Lake, Patricia Mining Division, 
District of Thunder Bay. it is about 23 air-miles NW of Nakina, 
a village on the main line of the Canadian National Railways.

Ownership

The claims, which are shown on Ontario Department of 
Mines Map No. 1416, Maun Lake, are held by Tombill Mines Limited, 
Suite 710 - 60 Yonge Street, Toronto l, Ontario, under option 
agreement with Mr* T, H, Warren, Nakina, Ontario*

The geophysical survey was carried out by Messrs. 
Brian Robertson, R.R.I, Sillsville, Ontario assisted by Walter 
J. Humphries, 421 Wortley Road, London, Ontario, both of whom 
are students at the Provincial Institute of Mining, Haileybury, 
Ontario, under the supervision of the writer who, with G,H.E* 
Erickson, prospector, of Nakina, Ontario, checked many of the 
readings late in the season.

Access

The property can be easily reached by float-plane 
from Nakina to Conlon Bay on O'sullivan Lake, and thence by 
canoe via the more westerly of the two creeks that enter this 
bay, to the head of navigation, a straight-line distance of about 
a mile. From here a good trail leads to a mineral showing, a 
further distance of about 3/4 mile.

The property can also be reached without the necessity 
of using a canoe via a bush road used by diamond drillers from 
their campsite at the NW corner of Conlon Bay to the above- 
mentioned mineral showing, a distance of about 1-3/4 miles; or 
from our camp located near the head of Northeast Arm via an old 
trail leading to Hurd Lake, from where the SW extension of our 
base line can be followed to the above-mentioned mineral 
a total distance of about 2*g miles*
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Network of Lines

In order to control the survey, a base line whose 
bearing to the NE of station 3 SW is about N 52OE astronomic?, 
and to the SW of this station S SOyfy, was run across the 
property along the apparent strike of a mineral showing, and f 
cross-lines turned off with a pocket sextant at 200-foot iriterr 
cals at right angles thereto and run to the outside boundary* 
Some of these lines were subsequently extended to the northwest 
to cover part of the adjoining claims.

On the Warren claims, the base line and sub-base lines 
total 6350 feet in length and the cross-lines some 61,030 feet, 
making a total of 67,380 feet, or 12*78 miles of lines cut and 
chained with steel tape*

Geology

The geology of the area in which the claims are located 
is described in a separate report* Briefly, the rock ire chief 
ly fine-grained basaltic lavas which grade into, and/or are inter 
bedded with metadiabase, most of which would appear to represent 
coarser textured lavas* These rocks are intruded by more or 
less irregular dikes and masses of quartz and/or feldspar porphyry, 
Most of the rocks are massive, but where sheared the filiation 
strikes in a general northeasterly direction and dips steeply* 
Rock outcrop forms about 359S of the area of the claims*

A mineral showing, consisting of disseminated pyrite 
and chalcopyrite contained in more or less sheared volcanics, 
is located on the base line between chainages 140'SW and 165!NB 
As exposed in trenches, shearing extends over widths of upwards 
of 25 feet. Most of the sheared rock is highly oxidized, but 
un ox id i zed portions carrying up to 595 sulfides yield interesting 
assays in copper and nickel over widths of .upwards of 5 feet^ 
Chip samples from three trenches average 0*775? copper and 0*51?5 
nickel over width of 5+2'.

Development*

In addition to the geological survey mentioned prev 
iously, five trenches have been excavated at intervals along a 
strike length of about 300 feet on the aboye-rroentiohed mineral 
showing. Since this 'Workyielded inconclusive results, S*eyeri 
diamond drill holes totalling 1134 feet in length Were bored in 
an effort to determine the nature and extent of ̂ the prilmary min 
eralization and to sample it* These holes yielded entirely neg 
ative results*
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GEOBHYSICAL SURVEY 

Magnet otnetric Survey , ,

Magnetic readings were taken at 100-foot intervals 
along the above-mentioned network of lines with a Sharpe Model 
A-3 magnetometer which is a vertical force, reconnaissance-type 
direct reading, self-levelling, self-orienting instrument whose 
sensitivity in the range 2200 to 2350 scale divisions is approx 
imately 28 gammas per scale division*

A main base station was established at station l SE, 
line O, at which readings were taken at least twice daily while 
the survey was being carried out,. Readings have been corrected 
for daily variations of the vertical component of the natural 
magnetic field*

During the course of the survey, some 610 readings 
were taken at stations on the above-mentioned network of lines*

Corrected magnetic readings are plotted on the accomp 
anying map at scale of one inch to two hundred feet and contoured 
at 10 scale divisions (280 gamma) intervals*

Elect romagnet i c Survey

The entire property has been surveyed electromagnetic- 
ally along the same network of lines using a Sharpe Model SE-200 
instrument, which is a light weight induction instrument which 
detects conductors through their distortion of the direction of 
a primary field. It consists of a transmitter coil and a re 
ceiver coil whose maximum usable separation is about 000, feet* 
The "Broadside" or Parallel Line, Method, Configuration ''A" was 
used, in which the two coils move progressively up two parallel 
lines about 400 feet apart, with both' coils being at the same 
"latitude" relative to the grid. Readings were taken At 100-fdet 
intervals. Tilt angle curves obtained as a result of the survey 
are plotted on the accompanying map at scale of one inch to 
hundred feet*

RESULTS OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Magnetometric

Aeromagnetic Map No. 2153G, Esnagami Lake, shows that 
the property lies in an area that is magnetically flat, the 
range of values being of the order of 60 gammas*
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The ground survey yields readings falling, for the 
most part, in the range 58,320 gammas (2290 scale divisions) 
to 58,600 gammas (2300 scale divisions) with a few scattered 
readings of upwards of 59,440 gammas (2330 scale divisions) 
one of which is directly above the mineral showing* Study of 
the map;shows no distinguishable pattern to the readings, or 
contours resulting therefrom, the higher readings apparently ; 
being caused by local concentrations of magnetite none of which 
appear to be economically significant. More detailed work in 
the vicinity of the mineral showing indicates that high readings 
fall off rapidly to near background within distances of ten feet*

Elcct romagnet ic

The E-M survey yielded uniformly low tilt angles, 
none of which are of a significantly anomalous nature, which 
indicated an absence of conductors of sufficient size and prox 
imity to the ground surface over the area surveyed* the diss 
eminated sulfides exposed in the trenches, as expected, are 
quantitively too small in amount and too dispersed to be con 
ductive*

Respectfully submitted,

H. S, Wilson, P.Eng. 
November 20th, 1968.
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